The thermal evolution of Mars as constrained by paleo-heat flows
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Lithospheric strength can be used to estimate the heat flow at the time when a given region was deformed, allowing us to constrain the thermal evolution of a planetary body. In this sense, the high (>300 km) effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere deduced from the very limited deflection caused by the north polar cap of Mars indicates a low surface heat flow for this region at the present time, a finding difficult to reconcile with thermal history models. This has started a debate on the current heat flow of Mars and the implications for the thermal evolution of the planet. Here we perform refined estimates of paleo-heat flow for 22 martian regions of different periods and geological context, derived from the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere or from faulting depth beneath large thrust faults, by considering regional radioactive element abundances and realistic thermal conductivities for the crust and mantle lithosphere. For the calculations based on the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere we also consider the respective contributions of crust and mantle lithosphere to the total lithospheric strength. The obtained surface heat flows are in general lower than the equivalent radioactive heat production of Mars at the corresponding times, suggesting a limited contribution from secular cooling to the heat flow during the majority of the history of Mars. This is contrary to the predictions from the majority of thermal history models, but is consistent with evidence suggesting a currently fluid core, limited secular contraction for Mars, and recent extensive volcanism. Moreover, the interior of Mars could even have been heating up during part of the thermal history of the planet.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

A very interesting and productive debate on the present-day heat flow and thermal state of Mars, and their implications for the thermal evolution of the planet, is currently occurring (Phillips et al., 2008; Kiefer and Li, 2009; Grott and Breuer, 2009, 2010; Ruiz et al., 2010; Dombard and Phillips, 2010). The very high (>300 km) effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere implied by the very limited (if any) deflection caused by the loading due to the north polar cap of Mars (Phillips et al., 2008) indicates a low surface heat flow at the present-time that is difficult to reconcile with most thermal history models. This low heat flow could be indicative of sub-chondritic heat-producing elements abundances (Phillips et al., 2008), a limited influence of secular cooling and fossil heat (Ruiz et al., 2010), or simply a regional variability of surface heat flow (Phillips et al., 2008; Kiefer and Li, 2009; Grott and Breuer, 2009, 2010). This debate clearly shows the profound implications that current or ancient surface heat flow estimates, deduced from geological or geophysical indicators of the thermal state of the lithosphere, have for understanding the thermal history of Mars.

Previous works estimated surface heat flows for diverse regions and epochs of Mars from the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere (Solfomon and Head, 1990; Anderson and Grimm, 1998; Zuber et al., 2000; Nimmo, 2002; Kiefer, 2004; McGovern et al., 2002, 2004; Grott et al., 2005; Ruiz et al., 2006a,b, 2008, 2010; Kronberg et al., 2007; Ruiz, 2009; Dohm et al., 2009a; Ritzer and Hauck, 2009) or from the depth to the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) beneath large thrust faults (Schultz and Watters, 2001; Grott et al., 2007; Ruiz et al., 2008, 2009); such heat flow estimates correspond to the time when the lithosphere was loaded or faulted. These previous works find a general decrease of heat flows with time, as expected for a cooling planet (McGovern et al., 2002, 2004; Montesi and Zuber, 2003), although there were some
indications of regional variations in surface heat flows since comparatively higher heat flows are found for volcanic regions (McGovern et al., 2004).

However, the values of material parameters used to derive heat flow estimates varies widely, limiting the ability to integrate the results of different studies to collectively constrain the thermal history of Mars. Specifically, the amount and distribution of lithospheric heat-producing elements (HPE) and the values of the thermal conductivity of crust and mantle can affect the results substantially (Ruiz et al., 2006a, 2010). Heat flow estimates typically have not included HPE in the calculations: this omission reduces the calculated surface heat flow but increases calculated mantle heat flow and temperatures in the lower crust. Similarly, most workers used a very high mantle lithosphere thermal conductivity, which overestimates the surface heat flow for high effective elastic thicknesses but underestimates temperatures in the mantle lithosphere.

In this work we carefully calculate in a consistent manner paleo-heat flow for 22 martian regions of different ages and geological contexts (Fig. 1). We improve the heat flow calculations by taking into account realistic thermal conductivities for the crust and mantle lithosphere (including a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, appropriate for olivine, for the mantle lithosphere), and two extreme cases for the abundance and distribution of HPE: we use refined HPE values based on Mars Odyssey GRS measurement and zero lithospheric HPE to calculate upper and lower limits, respectively, for the surface heat flows. For the heat flow calculations that use the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere we also consider the respective contributions of crust and mantle components to the total strength of the lithosphere. Finally, we compare our results with estimates of radioactive heat production deduced from compositional models and with predictions from thermal history models, in order to obtain constrains on the thermal evolution of Mars. Since heat flow upper limits are more useful to constrain thermal evolution, we have been very careful to provide very robust upper limit calculations for the analyzed regions.

2. Strength of the lithosphere

The effective elastic thickness is a measure of the total strength of the lithosphere, integrating contributions from brittle and ductile layers and from elastic cores of the lithosphere (for a review see Watts and Burov (2003)). Effective elastic thickness estimates can be converted to estimates of heat flow following the equivalent strength envelope procedure described by McNutt (1984). This methodology is based on the condition that the bending moment $M$ of the mechanical lithosphere must be equal to the bending moment of the equivalent elastic layer of thickness $T_e$, and so,

$$\frac{EK^2}{12(1-v^2)} = \int_0^{T_e} \sigma(z) (z - z_n)\,dz,$$

where $E$ is the Young's modulus, $K$ is the topography curvature, $T_e$ is the effective elastic thickness, $v$ is the Poisson's ratio, $T_m$ is the mechanical thickness of the lithosphere, $\sigma(z)$ is the least, at depth $z$, of the brittle strength, the ductile strength, or the fiber stress due to plate flexure, and $z_n$ is the depth to the neutral stress plane. Additionally, the condition of zero net axial force is imposed,

$$\int_0^{T_e} \sigma(z)\,dz = 0.\tag{2}$$

The case of a rheologically stratified lithosphere with mechanically decoupled crust and mantle is more complicated (see, for example, McNutt et al., 1988; Burov and Diament, 1992; Ruiz et al., 2006c), and the total bending moment is given by

$$M = M_{\text{crust}} + M_{\text{mantle}},\tag{3}$$

where the subindex refers to the crust and mantle lithosphere contributions to the total bending moment. Also, in this case the condition of zero net axial force must be imposed on both the crust and lithospheric mantle.

The brittle strength is calculated according to the expression (e.g., Ranalli, 1997)

$$\langle \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 \rangle_e = \alpha \rho g (1 - \lambda)z,\tag{4}$$

Fig. 1. MOLA topography map showing the analyzed regions.
where $\alpha$ is a coefficient depending on the stress regime (which is 3 and 0.75 for pure compression and tension, respectively; e.g., Ranalli, 1997), $\rho$ is the density, $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity (3.72 m s$^{-2}$ for Mars), $\lambda$ is the pore pressure, and $z$ is the depth. The brittle strength of the crust is here calculated directly from Eq. (4) by using the density of the crust. The brittle strength of the lithospheric mantle is calculated for a density of 3500 kg m$^{-3}$ and starting from the brittle strength at the base of the crust. The ductile strength (which does not depend on the stress regime) is given by

$$\sigma_1 - \sigma_3 = \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{A} \right)^{1/n} \exp \left( \frac{Q}{nRT} \right),$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the strain rate, $A$, $Q$, and $n$ are laboratory-determined constants, $R (=8.31447$ J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) is the gas constant, and $T$ is the absolute temperature. The fiber stress is in turn calculated from

$$\sigma_{fh} = \frac{E(k - z_e)}{1 + \nu^2}.$$  

The link between the strength envelope procedure and heat flow comes from the dependence of the ductile strength on temperature. We analyze regions for which estimates of effective elastic thickness and topography curvatures of the equivalent elastic layer are available (see Table 1). Also, the elastic parameters in these estimates must be consistent with the nominal values of $E = 100$ GPa and $\nu = 0.25$, which are widely used for Mars (e.g., McGovern et al., 2002; Phillips et al., 2008). The density of the crust is taken as 2900 kg m$^{-3}$, unless a different value has been inferred from geophysical modeling (e.g., McGovern et al., 2004) for a given region, and the mantle lithosphere density is taken as 3500 kg m$^{-3}$. The admittance modeling of McGovern et al. (2004), from which the majority of effective elastic thicknesses in Table 1, was performed for a mean crustal thickness of 50 km, whereas the crustal thickness maps of Neumann et al. (2004, 2008) were constructed for a mean crustal thickness of 45 km. Thus, for our calculations we assume local crustal thicknesses based on regional trends in Neumann et al. (2008) but increased by 5 km, in order to be consistent with the mean value of McGovern et al. (2004). Positive and negative topography curvatures are concave downward and upward, respectively, which implies that the part of the elastic plate above the neutral stress plane is under tension or compression, respectively (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2002). This determines the value of the parameter $\alpha$ used for each case in Eq. (4). For several regions in Table 1 $T_e$ upper (lower) limits are unavailable; for these regions we cannot obtain lower (upper) limits for the heat flow.

We perform calculations for zero pore pressure and hydrostatic pore pressure. Increasing the pore pressure decreases the total strength of the lithosphere, and the heat flow must be lowered in order to maintain the total strength consistent with a given $T_e$. Thus, for equal $T_e$, zero and hydrostatic pore pressures serve to place upper and lower limits, respectively, to the obtained surface heat flow.

For creep parameters of the martian crust we use the constants for the flow law of diabase: $A = 0.0612$ MPa$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, $n = 3.05$ and $Q = 276$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ (Caristan, 1982). The use of a wet diabase law is appropriate for a basaltic martian crust and is consistent with extensive evidence for water-related geological activity in early Mars (e.g., Head et al., 2001; Dohm et al., 2009b); moreover, the water amount needed to ‘wet’ the diabase is certainly modest (lower than 1%; see Caristan, 1982). The ductile strength of the mantle lithosphere is calculated for dry and wet olivine dislocation creep rheologies, which give upper and lower limits, respectively, to the surface heat flow. For wet olivine, we use the flow law of the Anita Bay dunite: $A = 9550$ MPa$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, $n = 3.35$ and $Q = 444$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ (Chopra and Paterson, 1984). This flow law places a lower limit on the strength of wet olivine due to its relative weakness (compared with other wet dunites, such as Aheim dunite). For dry olivine we use the flow law obtained for artificially dried dunites (which is valid for both Anita Bay and Aheim dunites): $A = 28840$ MPa$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, $n = 3.6$ and $Q = 535$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ (Chopra and Paterson, 1984). Zhao et al. (2009) have recently reported that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Centered on</th>
<th>Surface age</th>
<th>$T_e$ (km)</th>
<th>Curvature (10$^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Crustal density (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Crustal thickness (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. North Pole</td>
<td>90°N, 0°E</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>&gt;300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Olympus Mons</td>
<td>19°N, 228.5°E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ascraeus Mons</td>
<td>11.5°N, 25°E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>≤80</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pavonis Mons</td>
<td>0.5°N, 24°E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Arsia Mons</td>
<td>9°S, 230°E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Alba Patera</td>
<td>42°N, 249°E</td>
<td>A-H</td>
<td>38-65</td>
<td>-1.8 to -0.55</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Elysium rise</td>
<td>25°N, 147°E</td>
<td>A-H</td>
<td>15-45</td>
<td>-0.89 to -2.3</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Hebes Chasma</td>
<td>1°S, 284°E</td>
<td>A-H</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Candor Chasma</td>
<td>8°S, 295°E</td>
<td>A-H</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Capri Chasma</td>
<td>12°S, 310°E</td>
<td>A-H</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Solis Planum</td>
<td>25°S, 270°E</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>24-37</td>
<td>1.64 to 3.0</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Isidis Planitia</td>
<td>13°N, 87°E</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>100-180</td>
<td>-0.09 to -0.02</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Hellas S rim</td>
<td>64°S, 66°E</td>
<td>H-N</td>
<td>20-120</td>
<td>1.64 to 0.34</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Corvis Fossae</td>
<td>34°S, 275.5°E</td>
<td>H-N</td>
<td>10.3-12.5</td>
<td>1.64 to 4.9</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Hellas Basin</td>
<td>42°S, 66°E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>&lt;13</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. NE Arabia Terra</td>
<td>35°S, 40°E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>&lt;16</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Noachis Terra</td>
<td>35°S, 26°E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>&lt;12</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Terra Cimmeria</td>
<td>30°S, 180°E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>&lt;12</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Phillips et al. (2008).

b McGovern et al. (2004); the maximum lithospheric curvature in the vicinity of each feature/region was determined directly from the lithospheric deflection, for the models that correspond to the upper and/or lower bounds on effective elastic thickness.

f There are alternative best fit $T_e$ values (McGovern et al., 2004), but we use values maximizing the heat flow range.

Ricer and Hauk (2009).

Grott et al. (2005).

A surface age of 3.5-3.9 Ga has been reported for this feature by Grott et al. (2005).

The effective elastic thickness range for this feature is 2-80 km (McGovern et al., 2004); because the very low lower bound, we have only calculated the lower limit heat flows for this feature.

Curvature values correspond to the quoted $T_e$ values; positive and negative values indicate, respectively, concave upward and downward curvatures.
The base of the mechanical lithosphere is here defined as the depth at which the ductile strength reaches a low value of 10 MPa (see Ranalli, 1994; Ruiz et al., 2006a), and below which there are no further significant increases in strength, although varying the exact value selected does not produce substantial changes in the calculations due to the exponential dependence of ductile strength on temperature (see McNutt, 1984).

The depth of the brittle–ductile transition (BDT) can also be used in order to calculate surface heat flows (Ruiz and Tejero, 2000). This depth can be deduced by estimating the depth of faults that are thought to extend down until the crustal BDT, and hence the temperature at the BDT depth is obtained by equating the brittle and ductile strength for the depth \( z = z_{BDT} \)

\[
T_{BDT} = \frac{Q}{R} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_1 - \sigma_3}{\sigma_3} \right) \right]^{-1},
\]

where \( \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 \) is the strength at the BDT depth from Eq. (4). The heat flow is then obtained by matching \( T_{BDT} \) to a temperature profile. Here we use this procedure for three prominent lobate scarps (Table 2), interpreted to be the surface expression of large thrust faults. It must be noted that pore fluid pressure reduces brittle strength, and hence increases temperature at the BDT depth. Thus, upper and lower limits for the surface heat flow are calculated, respectively, for hydrostatic conditions and zero pore pressure, the opposite to the case for calculations based on the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere.

### 3. Temperature profiles

Surface heat flows obtained from lithospheric strength are higher, for a fixed \( T_s \) or BDT depth, if lithospheric radioactive heat sources are included in the calculations than if purely thermal gradients are used (see Ruiz et al., 2006a, 2008, 2009). Thus, we calculate surface heat flow upper limits by including HPE in the crust and the mantle lithosphere, whereas lower limits are obtained by using zero lithospheric heat sources.

The significant homogeneity of elemental abundances measure by Mars Odyssey GRS suggests that the martian crust is much less geochemically varied than the Earth’s crust (Taylor et al., 2006), which is consistent with a strong mixing by cratering (e.g., Taylor et al., 2006), and with the absence of large-scale crustal recycling, at least since the early part of the history of Mars (e.g., Frey, 2006).

Indeed, some authors have suggested that Mars experienced an early phase of plate tectonics (e.g., Sleep, 1994; Baker et al., 2007), although high-resolution topography and radar sounding have revealed a large population of buried impact basins on Mars, implying a similar, and very early (>4 Ga), age of the basement throughout the entire planet (Frey, 2006; Watters et al., 2006). Temperature profiles in the crust are therefore calculated by assuming a homogeneous distribution of radioactive heat sources. Although it is possible that crustal HPE abundances decrease with depth, a homogeneous distribution gives higher surface heat flow and therefore is useful for our upper limit calculations. Also, we use a constant thermal conductivity for the crust, and therefore the temperature at a given depth \( z \) is given by

\[
T_z = T_s + \frac{F}{k_c} - \frac{\rho_c H_c z^2}{2k_c},
\]

where \( T_s \) is the surface temperature, \( F \) is the surface heat flow, \( k_c \) is the thermal conductivity of the crust, \( \rho_c \) is the density of the crust, and \( H_c \) is the crustal heat production rate per unit mass. We use a surface temperature of 220 K, the present-day mean surface temperature on Mars (Kieffer et al., 1977), which is consistent with the inference of low near-surface temperatures deduced for most of the past 4 Ga from ALH84001 thermonuclear chronology (Shuster and Weiss, 2005). Also, we use \( k_c = 2 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \), a value appropriate for intact basaltic rocks; this value is in the uppermost part of the range for intact (non-porous) basalts (see the compilation by Beardsmore and Cull, 2001).

Crustal potassium and thorium abundances for each analyzed region (Table 3) have been obtained from \( 5^\circ \times 5^\circ \) pixel maps of GRS abundance renormalized considering the volatile content, in order to reflect a volatile/alteration-free composition, more likely to be representative of the total crust, and not surface contamination (Hahn et al., 2011). Uranium abundances are estimated using a Th/U ratio of 3.8. Potassium and thorium abundance values of the pixels corresponding to the analyzed features are good regional approximations due to the regional scale of the GRS footprint; the footprint of the GRS instrument from which 50% of the gamma ray signal originates is between 480 and 600 km in diameter (roughly \( 8 \times 10^8 \) measured at the equator) depending upon energy (e.g., Boynton et al., 2007). For the North Polar Region, where GRS measurements are absent, we use global averages. For Hellas south rim, for which there are potassium and thorium GRS measurements but no volatile values, we use the same volatile abundances as for Hellas west rim. Heat dissipation rates are calculated for decay constants from Van Schmus (1995), and regional ages are listed in Table 1. The effective elastic thicknesses from the admittance study of McGovern et al. (2004) were estimated for regions including surfaces of different epochs (see also Tanaka, 1986). For these regions we use the age range embracing the appropriate periods. Absolute ages for period boundaries are derived from the cratering chronologies of Hartmann and Neukum (2001); when Hartmann’s and Neukum’s chronologies differ (for the Late Hesperian epoch or younger) we use the mean value as representative.

### Table 2

Values used for the calculation of heat flows from the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Centered on</th>
<th>Surface age</th>
<th>BDT depth (km)</th>
<th>Crustal density (kg m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Crustal thickness (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20. Amenthes Rupes(^a)</td>
<td>2N°, 240°E</td>
<td>H-N</td>
<td>27–35</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Warrego W(^b)</td>
<td>41°S, 263°E</td>
<td>N(^f)</td>
<td>27–35</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Warrego E(^c)</td>
<td>43°S, 267°E</td>
<td>N(^f)</td>
<td>21–28</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ruiz et al. (2008).

\(^b\) Grott et al. (2005).

\(^c\) A surface age of 3.7–4.0 Ga has been reported Grott et al. (2005) for this feature.

\(^f\) A surface age of 3.7–4.0 Ga has been reported Grott et al. (2005) for this feature.
The thermal conductivity of olivine (the main mineral in the mantle) is strongly temperature-dependent, and therefore we calculate temperature profiles in the mantle lithosphere from

\[
\frac{dT}{dz} = \frac{F_{zh} - \rho_m H_m (2 - b_e)}{k_m(T)},
\]

where \(F_{zh} = F - \rho_m H_m b_e\) is the heat flow at the base of the crust, \(\rho_m\) and \(H_m\) are, respectively, the density and heat production rate per mass unity of the mantle lithosphere, \(b_e\) is the base of the crust, and \(k_m\) is the thermal conductivity of the mantle lithosphere. The value of \(H_m\) is poorly constrained, and here we use \(H_m = 0.1 H_{c(\text{av})}\), where \(H_{c(\text{av})}\) is the average value for the martian crust. This choice is based on a ratio between crustal and primitive mantle HPE abundances higher than \(\approx 10\) for Mars (Taylor and McLennan, 2009), and represents a reasonable upper limit for \(H_m\) (melt extraction would reduce mantle HPE abundances), which in turn results in an upper limit to the obtained surface heat flow (the lower limit is obtained for \(H_e = 0\) and \(H_m = 0\)).

For \(k_m\), we use the thermal conductivity of olivine, the main mineral in lithospheric mantle rocks, according to the expression (McKenzie et al., 2005)

\[
k_m = \frac{a}{1 + c(T - 273)^{1.5}} + \sum_{i=0}^{3} d_i T^i,
\]

where \(a = 5.3, c = 0.0015, d_0 = 1.753 \times 10^{-2}, d_1 = -1.0364 \times 10^{-4}, d_2 = 2.2451 \times 10^{-7}\) and \(d_3 = -3.4071 \times 10^{-11}\), for calculating an upper limit for the thermal conductivity of olivine as a function of temperature. Results obtained from Eq. (10) are similar to those of Hofmeister (1999) for forsterite olivine. The thermal conductivity of some silicate minerals somewhat decreases with the increasing of the proportion of iron (Hofmeister, 1999). The martian mantle is considered to be iron-rich (e.g., Halliday et al., 2001), and for this reason Eq. (10) gives an upper limit to the thermal conductivity of the mantle lithosphere of Mars. However, there are not, to our knowledge, similar expressions to Eq. (10) accounting for iron content of olivine. Eq. (10) applied to the martian mantle lithosphere would overestimate the thermal conductivity (by less than \(1 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}\)), which is useful for calculation of surface heat flow upper limits; on the other hand, for the calculation of surface heat flow lower limits this effect is balanced by the assumption of zero lithospheric heat sources.

For the case of the North Polar Region we additionally consider the effect of the polar cap above (but not included in) the lithosphere. The polar cap is assumed to be composed of water-ice. The thermal conductivity of cold water-ice is high, and the presence of rocks or other ices (e.g., CO2) would reduce the bulk thermal conductivity, and hence the calculated heat flow. For this reason, non-water-ice components are not taken into account in our upper-limit calculation. The thermal conductivity of water-ice is strongly temperature-dependent, and therefore the temperature profile in the polar cap is given by

\[
T_{pc} = T_s \exp \left( \frac{F_{p(\text{pc})}}{k_p}\right),
\]

where \(T_s\) is the surface temperature, \(F\) is the surface heat flow (equal to the heat flow reaching the polar cap from below), \(b_p\) is the thickness of the polar cap, and \(k_p = 621 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}\) (Petrenko and Whittworth, 1999). Here we use \(T_s = 155 \text{ K}\) and \(b_p = 2 \text{ km}\) as representative of the martian polar regions (Plaut et al., 2007; Philpills et al., 2008; Wieczorek, 2008).

4. Results

Surface heat flows are calculated by constructing thermal profiles (Section 3) that satisfy the constraints imposed by indicators of lithospheric strength (Section 2). Calculations based on faulting depth only consider the thermal structure of the crust above the BDT depth, since the lithosphere below it does not influence the results. Calculations based on the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere consider the entire thickness of the mechanical lithosphere. Also, the condition of non-negative sublithospheric heat flow is imposed for calculations using lithospheric heat sources. A negative sublithospheric heat flow could occur if assumed lithospheric HPE abundances are higher than the actual ones for a particular region (for example, the crust could be stratified, with a HPE-poor lower crust; see Ruiz et al., 2006b, 2009). If the sublithospheric heat flow is negative, then the thermal profile is adjusted to enforce zero sublithospheric heat flow and permit a ductile strength higher than 10 MPa at the base of the mechanical lithosphere. This is appropriate for calculating a generous upper limit to the surface heat flow since, as above noted, higher lithospheric strength increases the surface heat flow for a given \(T_s\).

Results are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of age. Fig. 2 also shows the average surface heat flow corresponding to the total radioactive heat production of Mars after the compositional model of Wänke and Dreibus (1988). From Fig. 2 it is evident that most of the estimated heat flow upper limits, and all the lower limits, are below the radioactive heat flow curve (although lower limits from features for which an upper limit is not available give a limited constraint on the thermal history). Also, the obtained heat flows are lower than predicted for the majority of thermal history models of Mars (e.g., Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Williams and Nimmo, 2004; Grott and Breuer, 2010; Fremaen and Korenaga, 2010).

Our results can also be interpreted in terms of the Urey number \(Ur\), the ratio of the internal heat production to the total surface heat loss in a planet. Fig. 2 indicates very low heat flows relative to expected heat output, consistent with very little secular cooling, i.e., a bulk-Mars \(Ur\) for Mars approaching 1.0 or perhaps even exceeding that value. Current estimates of the bulk-Earth \(Ur\) are in the range 0.35-0.53 (e.g., Jaupart et al., 2007; Korenaga, 2008), and somewhat higher (but usually <0.75) values are predicted for most martian thermal history models (see Fig. 3).

If \(Ur > 1\) the martian interior (as an average) would be heating up. For illustrative purposes, we have estimated the mantle...
temperature change for constant representative values for the Urey number by integrating the mantle heat balance equation from McGovern and Schubert (1989) using martian interior heat production values deduced from the HPE abundances of Wanke and Dreibus (1988). We obtain mantle temperature increases of 160 and 320 K for, respectively, Urey numbers of 1.2 and 1.5 integrated over the entire history of Mars. These values would be in any case generous upper limits given that the time period for which Ur could have been higher than 1 is likely to be significantly less than 4.6 Gyr. Under appropriate conditions (Ur > 1 and surface heat flow higher than the radioactive contribution from the lithosphere), heating of the convective mantle and cooling (and thickening) of the lithosphere could simultaneously occur.

Fig. 2. Upper (red) and lower (blue) limits for the surface heat flows for several regions and times of Mars. For several regions only upper or lower limits are obtained, since lower or upper limits on effective elastic thickness are not available. Curves and horizontal lines indicate uncertainty related to surface age (and hence also to radioactive heating in the lithosphere), not to temporal evolution. The black curves show surface heat flows for three values of the Urey number (the ratio of the internal heat production to the total surface heat loss in a planet), calculated according to the composition model of Wanke and Dreibus (1988). Thus, the curve labeled “Radioactive (Ur = 1)” corresponds to the average surface heat flow which is equivalent to the total radioactive heat production of Mars. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Heat flows as a function of age and Urey number compared with the predictions of a thermal history model of Mars (calculated according to Williams and Nimmo (2004)), which obtain results similar to those of other thermal history models for Mars (e.g., Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Grott and Breuer, 2010). The Urey number is between 0.75 and 0.6 through the entire history of Mars.

The estimates of effective elastic thickness for Isidis Planitia are comparatively high (Ritzer and Hauck, 2009), but the obtained surface heat flow is similar to other regions due to the very low curvatures and thin crust (which increases the mantle contribution to the total strength of the lithosphere) in this region. Similarly, the very high lower limits of the effective elastic thickness estimated for the North Polar Region (Phillips et al., 2008) gives a heat flow upper limit slightly higher than the equivalent radioactive heat flow due to the absence of flexure (and also to a relatively thin crust) in this region. On the other hand, the heat flow lower limits obtained for non-volcanic Noachian terrains (for which only upper limits are available for the effective elastic thickness) do not rule out a very high surface heat flow when the large-scale topography of these regions was formed. However, the absence of upper limit estimates for the surface heat flow in these regions greatly diminishes their relevance as constraints on the thermal evolution of Mars.
5. Discussion

Our results indicate that the contribution from secular cooling to the surface heat flow has been limited during the majority of the history of Mars, contrary to the predictions of most thermal history models (e.g., Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Grott and Breuer, 2010). Further, the heat flow estimates in Fig. 2 suggest that the martian mantle was heating up during a significant fraction of the history of the planet (at least during Hesperian and Early Amazonian periods). These results are robust due to the conservative assumptions applied in generating our heat flow upper bounds.

Fig. 6 shows upper limits for sublithospheric heat flows (in essence the heat flow from the convective mantle), calculated in the same way as upper limits in Figs. 2 and 4 except by assuming $H_e = 0$ and $H_m = 0$: in absence of lithospheric heat sources the surface heat flow equals the sublithospheric heat flow. Calculated
Upper limits to the sublithospheric heat flow for several regions and times
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Fig. 6. Upper limits for the sublithospheric heat flow for several regions and times of Mars, calculating by imposing the condition of zero lithospheric heat sources. Coracis Fossae is not represented due to scale considerations (the sublithospheric heat flow upper limit is 68 mW m⁻² for this feature). Several categories of geological features are also indicated. Black curve as in Fig. 4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Upper limits for sublithospheric heat flows are again lower than predicted from the majority of thermal history models (e.g., Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Grott and Breuer, 2010). These low sublithospheric heat flow values also suggest that mantle convection has been less efficient than has been appreciated in many studies of martian thermal evolution.

Our results are consistent with several independent geophysical and geological observations. For example, high mantle temperatures reduce core cooling, possibly contributing to the present-day existence of a, at least partly, fluid core (deduced from the response to the solar tide; Yoder et al., 2003), and to the simultaneous absence of an endogenic magnetic field (e.g., Acuña et al., 2001) due to the reduction (or even suppression) of core convection (e.g., Nimmo and Stevenson, 2000). Our results are also consistent with a lower amount of global contraction since the Early Noachian than expected from thermal history models, as deduced from thrust faults recorded on the surface (Nahm and Schultz, 2011); indeed, the lack of mantle cooling (and maybe mantle heating) limits the thermal contraction that can drive surface contraction. Finally, the evidences for recent extensive volcanism (Hauber et al., 2011) also suggest the retention of a substantial amount of internal heat.

Our results are also supported by parameterized mantle convection models that couple convective vigor with the rheologic weakening effect of interior volatiles suggesting that high Urey ratios are also favored by inefficient cycling of volatiles to and from the mantle (McGovern and Schubert, 1989; Sandu et al., 2011), as might be expected for Mars, which has lacked a plate tectonic cycle to efficiently degas and (especially) replenish the mantle volatiles at least since the early part of the evolution of Mars. Further, High Urey ratios might typify all planets lacking the thermal efficiency of plate tectonics.

Alternatively, a substantial amount of heat could be transported by hydrothermal cooling of the upper crust (Parmentier and Zuber, 2007). However, hydrothermal circulation could only operate above the brittle-ductile transition, since below porosity is mostly eliminated by viscous creep (Hanna and Phillips, 2005). This implies that, for a given temperature at the BDT, the obtained temperature profile below the BDT depth (and the sublithospheric heat flow) is the same if hydrothermal cooling is occurring or not (although in our calculations surface heat flows are increased with respect to the value at the BDT depth due to radioactive heating in the brittle crust). Magmatic activity could enhance hydrothermal circulation and heat flow on space scales lower than resolved by admittance studies, but to justify in this way average heat flows higher than those obtained here for the majority of the history and regions of Mars seems unrealistic.

On the other hand, Baratoux et al. (2011a,b) have recently modeled melting pressures and degrees of partial melting from GRS data for 12 Hesperian and Amazonian volcanic provinces, and hence potential mantle temperatures and (using linear thermal gradients and a constant thermal conductivity for the entire lithosphere) heat flows, suggesting bulk-Mars $U_r \approx 0.6-0.7$ or lower, in accordance with most thermal history models. However, volcanic regions are expected to be associated with higher than average heat flows (see Figs. 2 and 4), making any $U_r$ value based on those regions a lower limit. Thus, the melting pressures and degrees of partial melting obtained by Baratoux et al. (2011a,b) do not alter our conclusions.

6. Conclusions

Our results strongly suggest that Mars has been losing less heat than conventionally thought during, at least, a substantial part of its history. This would be indicative of less efficient mantle convection than commonly thought (perhaps related to stagnant lid convection with inefficient volatile cycling) and/or a reduced contribution from fossil heat to the surface heat flow, which would result in a lower heat flow from the convective mantle, and possibly elevated lower mantle and core temperatures. Also, there is evidence favoring a heterogeneous heat flow depending on the geological province (volcanic versus non-volcanic provinces), although it cannot presently be definitively demonstrated. Moreover, if the interior of Mars is in fact heating up ($U_r > 1$), there is the potential for a future increase in mantle convective vigor and/or melting, and there may ultimately be a resurgence of volcanic and tectonic activity.
It is clear that a better understanding of the thermal evolution of Mars requires a feedback between thermal history models and heat flow calculations based on the evolution of the strength of the lithosphere.
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